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American Revolutionary War WebQuest
Through this webquest you will review the events that led up to the Revolutionary War
and events during the war. You will also look at various perspectives on what liberty means and
what life was like during the late 1700’s here in the U.S. and around the world. As a bonus, once
you have finished this webquest, you may test your knowledge with the Road to Revolution
Game!
Go to this website and use the links to find your answers:
http://www.pbs.org/ktca/liberty/index.html

Part I: Chronicle of the Revolution
Section I: Timeline of the Revolution
Fill in the timeline below by writing what important event happened each date:
Time
1760
1765
1768
1770
1773
1775
July 4th, 1776
Oct. 17th, 1777
1778
Oct. 19th, 1781
Sept. 1783

Event
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Section II: Links within the Timeline
Answer the following question about important people, places, or events
1. The great Boston Patriot Sam Adams was also what during the time of the Stamp Act?

2. What form of mob violence was done in Great Britain against tax collectors, but never actually
done here in America?

3. What did the cool tempered John Adams say about the Boston Tea Party?

4. Where did congress send Benjamin Franklin in December 1776 to get aid for the Revolution?

5. How many revisions were made to the Declaration of Independence before it was adopted on
July 4th 1776?

6. Finish this sentence from the Declaration of Independence: We hold these truths to be self-

evident…

Part II: Perspectives on Liberty
Section I: Daily life in the Colonies
Answer the following questions about life in the colonies:
1. Name five different livestock animals a colonial farmer might have in the late 1700’s:

2. What were the differences between men’s duties and women’s duties?

3. Where did most people live during this time?
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Section II: The Global Village
Answer the following questions about what else was going on in the world in the late 1700’s
1. Who began his reign as King in London?

2. What was the main export out of the Ivory Coast?

3. What states will make up the Northwest Territories?

4. What country made the first white settlement in Alaska?

Section III: Military Perspectives
Fill in the following chart with things you learn about military soldiers on both sides:
American Soldier

Status

Uniform

Weapons

Gear

Terrain

British Soldier
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